## Aerial photography holdings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>SCALE</th>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1939  | 20,000| ASCS   | BXZ    | Indexes available  
Photos also available at [MHAPQ](#) and [MNDNR](#) |
| 1953  | 50,000| AMS    |        | Index #70; MN High Altitude photos |
| 1957  | 20,000| CSS    | BXZ    | Incomplete holdings |
| 1965  | 20,000| ASCS   | BXZ    | Indexes available |
| 1968/9| 90,000| MH     | BIK-BRA| Index #90; MN High Altitude photos |
| 1968/9| 24,000| MH     |        | Aerial Maps (7.5’ USGS photo quads) |
| 1973  | 40,000| ASCS   | 27095 | Indexes available |
| 1974  | 15,840| MH/DNR |        | |
| 1975  | 15,840| MH/DNR | MIL   | Indexes available  
negatives |
| 1977-9| 24,000| MH     |        | Aerial Maps (7.5’ USGS photo quads) |
| 1980-2000| 20,000| FSA    |        | Slides; incomplete holdings; may also be [available online](#) |
| 1984  | 15,840| MH/DNR | MIL   | Indexes available  
negatives |
| 1991/2| 40,000| NAPP   |        | color infrared, index in orange binder |
| 1991/2|       | USGS   | 27095 | DOQ, available in the ACIC |
| 1991/2|       |        |        | Digital aerial imagery is [available via MnGeo](#); please see the [instructions for viewing these layers](#) |
| 2003-2017|     |        |        | Digital aerial imagery is [available via MnGeo](#); please see the [instructions for viewing these layers](#) |
| 2019  |       |        |        | Digital aerial imagery is [available via MnGeo](#); click to [view imagery on a map](#) |

**Please note:** Some aerial photographs are loanable to patrons with current borrowing privileges. Aerial photographs may be scanned in our computer lab. For further information, please contact the Borchert Map Library.

S-76 Wilson Library | 309 19th Avenue S | Minneapolis, MN  
621-624-4549 | mapref@umn.edu | [http://lib.umn.edu/borchert](http://lib.umn.edu/borchert)